
Intelligent Inventory Management
and Procurement Process Automation



Problem Statement 
Think, inventory management and 
procurement could be more efficient through 
minimal human intervention?

What is the need of the hour?

Vendor interactions, procurement process 
and inventory management is highly 
taxing on the system when it comes to 
resource usage and time consumed.

An intelligence to monitor and manage the 
usage of office inventory, detect 
discrepancies, analyse trends and predict 
future usage can be a game changer.



Why WF-InGeek?
WF-InGeek is a SaaS that can make your inventory management and procurement 
process effortless and efficient. 

WF-InGeek seamlessly integrates with your system. WF-InGeek creates a compelling 
unified platform giving you the competitive advantage you need for this decade in time.

SAVE with
real time data

PREVENT under stocking
or over stocking

REPLENISH automatically
without any hassle



How WF-InGeek works



WF-InGeek is set up for your organization in 
a one time onboarding process

Onboarding Process

User ID
Password

YOUR COMPANY

SIGN UP

Create
Company
Profile

How WF-InGeek works



How WF-InGeek works

Monthly Consumable list of product and the 
product details are uploaded to the 
WF-InGeek portal, which are editable given 
the changes later.

Onboarding Process

Product ID 

Product Title

Brand

Reference Price

GST

Product ID Product TitleBrand
Reference Price
GST

Upload Inventory List



How WF-InGeek worksOnboarding Process

Consumption history will form our initial data set to build analytics and forecasts for you.

Previous List

Upload your previous
Purchase List

Upload consumption
history of a min of 2 years



How WF-InGeek works

Users are created.

Users can request  for 
product

WF-InGeek SaaS is ready for your organization.

Onboarding Process

Admin manager for your organization/ 
branch is registered

Admin manager will have  the rights and 
privileges of approval of all management 
and procurement processes

User ID
Password

NEW USER

SIGN UP



How WF-InGeek works

Users can request 
for prducts

WF-InGeek 
reconfirms the 

request, sends an 
approval notification 
to the admin manger

User receives 
an OTP on 

admin approval

User receives the 
products in 

exchange for OTP

Updated List

Use ID
Password

NEW USER

SIGN UP

1

User Request: Products
User represent either department or business groups.



How WF-InGeek worksUser Request: Products

The process repeats for every  user requests throughout the month

On validation of 
OTP, The request 
event gets mapped 
as a check-out and 
is tagged to the 
respective user

The department/user’s 
consumption list
is updated

PAYMENT
Choose payment

option below:

User Consumption



How WF-InGeek works

Approved user will 
select the products 
from a  suggested 
list and reconfirms 

the request

WF-InGeek 
automated model 

updates the 
purchase list with 

the new items.

Items List

Updated List

Inventory Requests



How WF-InGeek works

Admin manager is 
updated through mail. He 
can view, edit, approve/ 

disapprove the PO 
through a stage check 

On approval an 
automated PO 

send out to 
vendors

WF-InGeek 
intelligent model 

generates the 
purchase order

Items List

Inventory Requests



How WF-InGeek worksProcurement Process:
Request for Quotation

Vendor ships the 
products and updates 

the PO status on 
WF-InGeek portal

Vendor/Vendors can see the 
purchase order on mail and 
WF-InGeek portal by their 

respective approved inventory list

Purchase List

Updated List



How WF-InGeek worksProcurement Process:
Request for Quotation

Vendors on 
acknowledgement come 
on portal and fill in RFQs

with their respective 
rates

In an alternate 
scenario, the manager 

can Request For 
Quotation(RFQ) from 

multiple vendors

Quotation Request



WF-InGeek provides automated 
comparative statement to assist 
the procurement team on the 
decision making process.

Recommendations by 
WF-Ingeek based on price and 
vendor performance index.

Procurement Process:
Comparative Statements 
and Recommendations

How WF-InGeek works



How WF-InGeek worksProcurement Process:
Monthly/Threshold base
WF-Ingeek initiates replenishment monthly 
or on reaching a predefined threshold.
If threshold reaches earlier than expected, 
WF-InGeek will:

Analyse and identify the reasons and users 
responsible.

Calculate and predict the quantity of items 
required for the remaining of the month.

Automatic PO generated for the number of 
days remaining and for the upcoming 
month



How WF-InGeek worksML based
Analytics & Predictions 

WF-InGeek observes the consumption 
patterns and product associations making 
actionable predictions for seasonality and 
trends of usage.

The continuously evolving AI can learn 
from the usage patterns in your company 
and give accurate feedback to correct 
inefficiencies in the system.



A fully automated and realtime 
monitoring WF-InGeek is your knight 

against any mishaps in inventory 
management and procurement 
process at your organization.
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T H A N K  Y O U !


